
Things for chairs to remember

As people are entering
You can check the ‘mute upon entry’ box in your ‘Participants’ panel to automatically mute
everyone as they enter the room. Even if you don’t enable this setting before the panel starts,
it’s recommended that you do so once the panel begins so that unmuted late entrants won’t
cause distraction.

When welcoming
Remind guests to keep themselves muted during the presentations.

Suggest that guests keep their video turned on (not required but recommended) because it’s
nice to see everyone’s faces.



Remind guests of how they can change the view from ‘Speaker’ to ‘Gallery’ (button to change
the view is available in the upper right-hand corner of the Zoom window).

Guests should be reminded that, if they are having trouble seeing slides or viewing clips,
they can visit a webpage (organized by panel) that contains video clips and presentations that
have been uploaded by presenters.

Remind guests to leave all questions and comments until the end of the session.

Instructions to presenters
Remind presenters to set a timer on their end, as you will be using a timer on your end and you
are fiercely devoted to it.

Tell presenters that you will put a 5 minute warning in the Zoom chat, which may appear at
the bottom of the presenters’ screen in a small notification box.

Remind presenters that, due to time constraints, you will end their screen-sharing capabilities if
they go overtime. You can do so by clicking the ‘View Options’ menu at the top of the share
screen and choosing ‘Stop Participant’s Sharing.’

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1W6qPV1xxgfBU7TkCAYJuwC6WnR_SHrKS?usp=sharing


Remind presenters to check the box to “optimize for video clips” once they hit the “Share
Screen” button (this will also automatically check the “share sound” box).



Being a Zoom bouncer
If someone needs kicking out: mouse over their name and in ‘Participants’ and several
options will appear, including ‘remove.’ By default, if you remove a participant, they will not be
able to re-join the session with the same email address.

During the Q&A
Participants can raise their hands if they have questions. They can do so by clicking the ‘raise
hand’ icon in the ‘Participants’ panel.

Look to the ‘Participants’ panel to see who has their hand raised and the order in which their
hand went up (the list will be automatically reordered). You’ll also be able to see a ‘raised hand’
icon in the upper left corner of the participants’ Zoom box but this will not indicate the order in
which the hand was raised.


